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OK…I’m officially fed up with winter now! The shed is too cold to do anything constructive, and the
doping jobs I’ve got lined up just won’t be welcomed in the lounge….trust me I tried!!!.
I spent last week on the Sunshine Coast with work, and was thoroughly spoilt with glorious sunny
days….except for the one day I had planned to go flying with my sister’s son-in-law…when it rained all
day! See my report at the end of this issue.
I have decided not to continue the Caption Competition – at least for a while anyway – and I forgot
to announce the winner at the AGM and again at the Green Man gathering. I’ll make that announcement at
the meeting this month…..gotta make an appropriate award.
Not so good news is that Russell Palmer is scheduled for a triple by-pass operation - hope to have
good news for you at the meeting in Tuesday.
SOCIAL DINNER AT THE GREEN MAN HOTEL – ASHBOURNE – FRIDAY 25th JULY
About twenty members
and wives braved the cold
night air and filled the
room with chat and
laughter.
I for one thought the
general atmosphere was
congenial, but the room’s
acoustics left a bit to be
desired.
Pat and I were going to
present
some
light
entertainment
and
possibly
lead
the
assembled gathering in a
bit of group type singing,
but I had not been feeling
well all day so thought
better of it on the
night…and the acoustics
were just the last straw
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STRATHALBYN ANTIQUES AND HOBBIES FAIR – 16th & 17th AUGUST
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CLUB CONTEST
I called it “WHAT TIME IS IT?……and seven starters entered the fun type contest which only required you
to be able to fly a very simple schedule and guess how long it would take you to fly it. Everyone entered into
the spirit of the event, with most taking the practice time to work out their plan of attack…..all except
Darren…..who took the “ just fly the course and see what happens’ approach….both tactics seemed to work
equally as well, because almost everyone was within a few seconds of their self-elected time.
The winner was Bill Kent…who managed a time that was only one second over……Hey Bill, don’t get too
complacent….if we had averaged out the flight times, rather than using our best times….then the winner
would have been…….Stokie
Hey great fun – must do it more often eh?

Thanks to Matt for time keeping.
“COME AND TRY” DAY – SUNDAY 31st AUGUST
We did this last year after the Balloon Regatta and learnt a lot from that day. This year I think we can pull
back a bit and simply allow visitors to mingle and see us as a club…rather than put on a big display.
I see the day as being a very relaxed one….with things ready to go as and when required….with general
flying most of the day….depending on how many visitors turn up.
If any member would like to be part of the buddy-box training sessions, or be involved in the short display
sessions, then please be at the next club general meeting (next Tuesday) and we can discuss it all then and
get the program sorted out.
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SAFETY ADVICE
Nick Braithwaite suggested that I report this safety warning after an incident at the field recently.
He had started the motor on his Cessna and had taken the model out to the strip. He was running up the
motor to check full revs, and was restraining her with a leg in front of the tail plane….but only on one side!
After a couple of seconds the model slipped past his leg and nearly ran into another club member who,
showing athleticism well beyond his age, leapt clear with only inches to spare.

The obvious lesson here is that if you are running up your
motor prior to taxiing out to the strip, then either:
• restrain the model with the starting posts on the
field.
• stand with both legs in front of the tail plane.
• kneel down and hold the model with your free
hand.
• Get someone else to hold it.
• Buy and electric model.
Thanks for sharing this with us Nick.

WEB SITE – www.rcaircraftclub.com
We’ve added a few new Gallery members build Albums.
If you want to add yours, just let me know and I’ll get one going for you.
If you send me photos and a few lines to go with them it only takes me minutes to upload them to the web
site…….don’t hold back.
MEMBER’S BUILD PROJECTS
Photos from the Gallery section of the web site……
Andrew Cecil’s Sparrowhawk:
This model formerly belonged to Nick
Braithwaite, but was passed on to Andrew after
sustaining severe damage. Andrew and I spent several
evenings in my shed (when it wasn’t so cold) and
repaired her to something like her original condition.
Andrew is close to having the model ready for her second
‘test flight’.
Need some more photos please Andrew!
Nick Braithwaite’s Yak:
Trial fitting the canopy – Nick and Bill Kent are
making a new one with Bill’s vacuum box. The center
part of the canopy will be made sliding.
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‘CAUGHT IN THE ACT’ ……of flying at the field
Ok… so these four guys weren’t actually flying at the
time I took the photos…but they seemed to be having
a good time…so I’m including them here to remind
you all that the field is a good place to catch up with
mates and have a chat about….life…the world….and
everything!

John Muckult and Keith Carter

Andrew Grafton and Darren Norman

…and just to prove that these guys do actually fly………
Left
Keith Carter’s very slippery Loaded Dice
pattern ship.
That shape took me back many years to
when this sort of .60 nitro powered model
was a common sight at most flying fields.
Got me thinking about building something
similar for those sunny summer Sundays
we’re going to get real soon.

Right and Below:
John Muckult’s beautiful Cessna, which won him the John
Watters Scale Trophy last year…still in pristine condition
and flown in a very scale like manner.
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Above:
Club secretary Darren Garratt demonstrates the proper starting procedure for a gas motor.
• model well supported on stand at good working height,
• prop set at position to allow for a follow-through flick action.
• stand well back from prop,
• transmitter on the side bench well away from the prop arc
• tongue slightly out the side of the mouth ☺
The model was one he acquired from a deceased estate recently – says it reminds him of the ‘WOT 4’ design
by Chris Foss in the UK….flew very well – safe as a house – should give him lots of air-time.
Below: Typical Sunday scene…….the only thing missing is….…me flying too.

Blue sky…...manicured grass……light breeze……responsive model……what else do you need?
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Left:
Andrew Grafton taxiing in while Nick Braithwaite
cruises by.
The Retro Rat still performs well and Andrew gave her a
good work-out
Those lovely big wheels on Nick’s Cessna make for
smoooooth landings.

Right:
Michael Stock fires up his Saito twin powered
Pitts Special – had a bit of trouble getting the
motor going - he’d stood the model on it’s
nose for so long that the plugs had oiled up.
Darren helped him sort her out and eventually
she fired up with that wonderful sound that
only a big 4 stroke can make.

Left:
The model is a replica of the
original Pitts built by Curtiss
(Pappy) Pitts way back in 1948.
Has fiberglass fuselage and apart
from some slight directional
instability on the ground, she
performs (and sounds) just like the
real thing.
Hey Stokie…. make sure she’s
ready for the John Watters Scale
Day this year eh!
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My final photo this month was taken with the telephoto lens……Andrew Cecil had the misfortune to loose
his faithful old Piper Cub into the mine dam…..well that’s what we all thought at the time!
Turns out she landed on the track on top of the dam wall…just short of the ‘nasty stuff’.
Ok…the model was a complete write-off…. but at least the bits were not submerged in ‘gunk’.

So what can we all take away from this event…..
1. Don’t make long low approaches from the north end of the field
2. The dam wall is actually closer than it appears (even if it isn’t…assume it is!)
3. The phone numbers to the mine security people do actually work!
Ok Andrew…time for the Sparrowhawk!
MY VISIT TO A FELLOW MODELLER IN CABOOLTURE QLD
I was visiting family members while on a work trip to Qld last week. My sister’s son-in-law Brad is a recent
convert to our hobby and has a shed full of models of all types.
We had planned a flying morning at his local club field, but the rain was pelting down (the only day it did
while I was up there….grrr) so we spent the time in his shed instead.
Brad has a couple of turbine aircraft and offered to fire one up in the garage while I was there….he has very
understanding neighbors!!!
Brad’s shed is bigger than my entire house…….but then he is a Queenslander….☺
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I snapped this shot of his turbine data readout while it was running flat out in his
shed.

He had the thing pointed out the roller
door, and at some stage the family cat
sauntered out from under the house about
25 metres away…….it walked straight into
the slipstream and was blown straight back
under the house..…bet it won’t do that
again!

“They say my hearing will return eventually
eventually”
”… ☺

NEXT GENERAL MEETING – TUESDAY 26th AUGUST
We don’t have a guest speaker at this point – not yet anyway.
Maybe we can spend a bit of time after meeting discussing the Come and Try day.
See you there
Cheers

Paul
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